Digital Dashboards

Vizyx pulls information from across disparate systems to provide a dashboard that is accessible on your desktop, laptop, smart phones and tablets. And Vizyx dashboards are always fresh with the latest information.

Vizyx can liberate important business data from Microsoft Excel and Google Docs spreadsheets as well as popular accounting systems, databases, and even your custom business applications.

Vizyx works with large television displays, desktops, laptops, tablets and smart phones.
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Visyx can liberate important business data from Microsoft Excel and Google Docs spreadsheets as well as popular accounting systems, databases, and even your custom business applications. Vizyx employs reliable web services to securely harvest and manage key performance data and transform it for dashboard applications. CALL US TODAY TO SCHEDULE A DEMONSTRATION. 970.262.9181

Every Vizyx dashboard is crafted with communication elegance to provide a complete dashboard solution that is easy-to-understand and meaningful to you and your team or viewing audience. Vizyx dashboards are accessible on desktops, laptops, smart phones and tablets. And Vizyx dashboards are updated in real-time provide comprehensive awareness. Vizyx, inexpensive business intelligence.

Vizyx for Small Business is available as a scripting library for do-it-yourself integrations or as a comprehensive service complete with custom setup, real-time updates, and support.

- Scripting Library annual license, $499 (unlimited of number of dashboards and complexity)
- Implementation, $299 to $999 depending on complexity and number of data points
- Monthly Service, $20 to $50 depending on access requirements such as security, number of people viewing
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